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1. SYNOPSIS.

The non- powered steel barge “Skerchi”,  was involved in a project to repair
and carry out remedial works to the South Pier Wall at Bray Harbour, Co.
Wicklow. 
On Friday 31 March 2000 the barge had been secured 100 metres off the pier
for the weekend using its own anchor system. 
Early on the 03 April 2000, the barge grounded on the end of the rock armour
breakwater attached to the seaward side of the South Pier. The barge finally
came to a rest position on the beach side of the rock armour.
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2. FACTUAL INFORMATION 
2.1 Description of the Barge “Skerchi”

Built: 1978
Owner: Ascon Ltd., Kill, Co. Kildare.

Length: 60.00 Metres.
Breadth: 21.56 Metres.
Depth: 4.00 Metres.
Gross Tonnage: 1582.80 tons.
Net Tonnage: 1355.63 tons.
Port of Registry: Willemstad-Curacao.
Flag: Netherlands Antillies.
Register Number: 34E895.
Classification Society: Bureau Veritas.
Machinery: One Caterpillar 69 kva Generator.

One Lister Genset 18 kva back-up 
Generator.

Description of Vessel: Non-powered steel barge with 8 drum 
mooring winch with anchors attached to
each drum. (See layout in Appendix 1)

Anchors: Type Delta Flipper. 5 x 2500. kg and 
3 x 4000 kg.

Winches: 8 drum mooring winch with line pull of
25 ton, holding load 35 ton and wire 

rope diameter of 36 mm.

2.2 Description of Project
2.2.1 The project was to repair and carry out remedial works to the South Pier Wall

at Bray Harbour, Co. Wicklow.
2.2.2 This work generally consisted of the following:

• Steel sheet pile wall approximately 100 metres in length outside 
existing pier wall.

• Concrete encasement of sheet pile wall.
• Grouting of existing concrete pier wall.
• New concrete pavement slab to existing wall.

2.2.3 Prior to the commencement of the project, Ascon set up a contract with Met
Eireann where weather information was to be faxed to the Bray site office.
The information was delivered as follows:
• From Monday to Thursday inclusive, a 3 day fax forecast for the Bray 

harbour area of wind, weather, visibility and sea state by 1100 hours.
• On Friday only, a 5 day forecast of the above parameters.
• Relevant gale warnings to be faxed routinely on a 7 day basis.
• A telephone consultancy service was also set up.

The service commenced on 30 November 1999.

2.2.4 A Contingency Plan was also drawn up for the “Skerchi” during the works at
Bray and this is given at Appendix 2.
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3. EVENTS PRIOR TO THE INCIDENT

3.1 The anchor wires were upgraded to 36mm wire rope with steel core and the
anchor sizes were increased to 8 anchors x 4000kg x 5 anchors x 2500kg in
December 1999.  All anchors were certified to Lloyds Class.  The winch braking
systems were checked and brake bands re-lined.

3.2 On Friday 31st March 2000, the Barge Master Mr Ari de Bilde stated that there
were no gales in the 5 day forecast.  See Appendix 3.

3.3 The Barge Master considered normal mooring of the barge to be sufficient for
the weekend. The barge was secured 100 metres off shore with the anchor
layout as given in Appendix 4. Anchors 1 and 2 were chain stoppered off to take
the strain off the winches.

3.4 As the barge was unmanned over the weekend, Mr. de Bilde and the site agent,
Mr. Mark Phelan, organised that Mr. Trevor Cooke, who was the fitter on the
barge, would check the vessel from the shore side. Mr. Cooke was also required
to check the weather forecast on the RTE Aertel text as he had no means of
access to the site office to view any information forwarded by Met Eireann.

3.5 Mr. Cooke recalls that he observed the barge from the shore side at about 1700
hours on Saturday and at about 1600 hours on Sunday. He noted that the barge
had not moved and that the wires front and back were in place. There was a
bit of a swell on the Sunday. The floodlights were on all the time and the
navigation lights were on a timer.

3.6  He also recalls that on the Saturday and Sunday at about 1500 hours he
checked the weather forecast on the RTE Aertel text and that it was giving  a
forecast wind speed NE 2/3 for both days. If there was any cause for concern
about the barge, Mr. Cooke was to contact either Mr Mark Phelan, Mr. Ari de
Bilde or Mr. Gerry Prendergast. Based on what he observed, Trevor Cooke
deemed that he did not have a need to contact anybody.
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4. THE INCIDENT

4.1 At 0630 hours on Monday 3rd April 2000, when an Ascon employee arrived on
site to inspect the barge, he observed that it had moved from its anchored
positioned. The Barge Master and various Ascon personnel were contacted.
When these arrived on site, shortly after 0900 hours, they found the barge in
Position 1 as shown in Appendix 5.
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5. EVENTS FOLLOWING INCIDENT

5.1 The Irish Marine Emergency Services (now Irish Regional Coast Guard) (IRCG) were
contacted and a helicopter, from Dublin Airport, arrived on site at 0930 hours to
survey the scene.

5.2 Mr. Gerry Prendergast, Plant Director, Ascon Limited, requested the assistance of
Dublin Port Tugs but was informed that they would not be made available. Ascon
Plant Department then proceeded to locate the nearest tug of sufficient capacity
to assist. Irish Lights were contacted and  their vessel “Granuaile” was mobilised
from Dublin Port and anchored off Bray on standby.

5.3 There was no evidence of oil or diesel spillage. 

5.4 The diesel oil was removed from the barge over the following two low tides, on
the evening of the 3rd and the morning of the 4th April 2000. 

5.5 The barge “Skerchi” was secured ashore to prevent unwanted movement to sea
and ashore watch maintained by Ascon personnel.

5.6 The “Skerchi” was refloated by the tug “Vanguard” on the 5th April 2000 at
about 1030 hours and was towed to Dublin Port. There was extensive hull
damage to the barge as shown by the photographs in Appendix 6. Repairs to the
barge were carried out in Dublin.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FINDINGS

6.1 After the grounding it was found that anchor wires 1,4 and 5 had broken, No 2
wire had pulled off the drum, No 7 and 8 wires were unbroken and Numbers 3
and 6 were not used. During the refloating No 7 anchor was recovered and No 8
wire was cut. A sketch shown the anchor wire situation after the grounding is
given at Appendix 6.

6.2 Anchors Nos. 1, 2, 4 and 8 were recovered from the seabed and their positions
were noted. The initial and final positions of the anchors are given in Appendix
8. The anchors were found to have been dragged in a general Southerly
direction.

6.3 The barge was moored in shallow water of about 4.5 metres depth and the
weather conditions experienced produced short steep waves, which were
impacting against the barge and generating jerking loads on the wire ropes to
the anchors. These wave forces would have also been concentrated on the
barge as there was very little water underneath the barge in which to allow
them to bypass it. The catenary effect of the wires would have been very
small, producing little damping effect on the surging and jerking forces on the
wires. This caused failure of some of the wires in the weather conditions. The
catenary effect of a chain reduces the surging motions and therefore the shock
loading on the anchor cables. For operational purposes the barge did not use
chain link cable.

6.4 The weather forecasts were not being monitored efficiently.  Nobody at Ascon
seem to have been aware of the gale warning forecasts issued from 0500 hours
on 02 April 2000 onwards which applied to the Bray area.  Too much reliance
was placed on the 5 day forecast issued on Friday 31 March 2000. It appears
that even though the RTE Aertel forecast was being monitored the presence of
gale warnings was not noticed.

6.5 Responsibility for the barge when it was not working was unclear.

6.6 Met Eireann records show that all gale warnings for the period were faxed to
the Ascon Site Office commencing with the 1900 hours gale warning on 01 April
2000.  Ascon state they did not receive this warning nor the following warning
issued at 2300 hours on 01 April 2000.  Ascon state that the first gale warning
received was issued at 0500 hours on 02 April 2000.  See Appendix 9.

The Met Eireann weather report for the sea area off Bray for 02 and 03 April
2000 clearly states “that in a North-Easterly air flow winds are known to
funnel/increase along the East Coast from Wicklow to Rosslare due to the
Dublin and Wicklow Mountains.  This effect may also occur in the Bray area and
so the winds in the Bray area in this report are increased to occasionally strong
gale force 9 accordingly”  See Appendix 10.

It would appear that the significance of these reports was not realized by Ascon
Personnel thus resulting in the failure to properly ensure the barges safety.



6.7 Ascon Limited instructed Bridon International Limited to carry out examinations
and breaking load tests on samples of the wire ropes from winches No 1, 4 and
5. The conclusions reached were:

• The ropes from winches 1 and 4 had fractured under tensile overload, 
the presence of shear fractures in each case being an indication that the 
failures most likely occurred where the ropes were bearing heavily 
against some other object such as a fairlead.

• The fracture of the core in the rope from winch 1 is an indication that 
the rope had possibly been subjected to shock loading.

• The rope from winch 5 had suffered from severe crushing damage, which 
had greatly influenced the failure. It had been observed during the site 
visit that deep rope impressions were present in at least one of the 
fairleads. If this rope had been around such a fairlead, it may well 
account for the damage to the rope under severe load conditions.

• The destruction tests showed that the ropes from winches 1 and 4 had 
residual strengths in excess of the minimum requirement for general 
purpose rope, as defined by BS302: part 2: 1987. However, there was 
some indication from wire test results that the rope from winch 4 may 
have been of a higher grade.

• Metallographic examination of wires from the ropes revealed no 
detrimental features to be associated with the quality of the material 
used in each case.
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 When a barge is operating in open sea conditions a suitably manned tug should
be in attendance at all times. The tug should be sufficient to tow the barge
away from the area if the weather forecast is adverse.

7.2 Responsibility for barges anchored off should be clearly defined. The Barge
Master should always be nominated as the person ultimately responsible for the
safety of a barge at all times. 

7.3 Weather forecasts must be monitored, so that early warning can be received of
any adverse weather predicted and to allow sufficient time for any necessary
action to be taken.

7.4 The contingency plan indicated that a tug may be available in an emergency
from Dublin Port. This was found to be not the case. It is important when
drawing up a contingency plan that all aspects of it can be relied upon when
the occasion demands.

7.5 It is recommended that a Marine Notice is issued highlighting the dangers
involved when non-powered barges are operating in open sea conditions. A
draft Marine Notice is given in Appendix 11.



8. Appendices

8.1. Layout of barge “Skerchi”.

8.2. Contingency plan for works at Bray.

8.3. Met Eireann 5 day forecast of 31 March 2000.

8.4. Barge and anchor layout on 31 March 2000 in preparation for advised forecast.

8.5. Different barge positions during 03 April 2000.

8.6. Photographs showing damage suffered by the barge.

8.7. Sketch showing the anchor wire situation after the grounding.

8.8. Diagram showing the initial and final positions of the anchors.

8.9 Met Eireann gale warning issued at 0500 hours on 02 April 2000.

8.10 Met Eireann weather report for the sea area off Bray for the 02 and 03 April
2000.

8.11 Proposed Marine Notice.
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APPENDIX 8.1

8.1. Layout of barge “Skerchi”.
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8.2. Contingency plan for works at Bray.



8.3. Met Eireann 5 day forecast of 31 March 2000.
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8.4. Barge and anchor layout on 31 March 2000 in preparation for advised forecast.
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8.5. Different barge positions during 03 April 2000.
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8.6. Photographs showing damage suffered by the barge.
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8.7. Sketch showing the anchor wire situation after the grounding.
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8.8. Diagram showing the initial and final positions of the anchors.
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8.9 Met Eireann gale warning issued at 0500 hours on 02 April 2000.
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8.10 Met Eireann weather report for the sea area off Bray for the 02 and 03 April
2000.
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8.11 Proposed Marine Notice.
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